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0. INTRODUCTION
This course will focus more on the external side of organizations: their interactions with both
customers and other organizations; their strategy to achieve their goals etc.
VALUE OF AN ORGANIZATION

How are companies being valued? E.g. when one company buys another, how do they determine the
price?
What determines the value of an organization:
• Hard assets
• Reputation/brand (The brand itself can have great value e.g. Jupiler is known by all)
• Market share/strategy
• Talent
Example 1 – ABInBev:
ABInBev is a brewer with headquarters located in Belgium. It grew massively over the last decades
because they bought other huge brewers e.g. Jupiler, Stella Artois etc. and that’s how they became
an international/global success. (see map, slide 14)
→Why did they want all these companies? For growth. For example, beer consumption in Belgium
has been going down over the years while in Africa there is room for growth because of a general
population growth.
Example 2 – Instagram:
Instagram is a social media platform owned by Facebook. Facebook adopted a strategy where first
they tried to buy all their competitors (such as Whatsapp) and if that didn’t work, they out-competed
them by copy-pasting their functionalities (such as Snapchat)
→How does Zuckerberg (CEO of Facebook) explain his strategy to the press? He paints a nicer picture
by telling them the focus is not on the companies but on the people and talent within the companies.
(which of course is an important part too but might not really have been his main focus).
THE MARKET

Strategic Marketing can be split up in two parts: the strategy and the market.
MARKET ORIENTATION

When we talk about marketing orientation, we talk about the level of importance and focus on the
market within a company. An actual market orientation means that there has been a culture created
in a company where people their behaviour actually changes to a mindset that’s entirely oriented
towards the market and thinking of how to serve the customer. => such a mindset, makes a company
successful.
STRATEGIC MARKETING PUTS CUSTOMER VALUE AT THE CORE

What is customer value? It’s the difference between the entirety of benefits that customers receive
in their own eyes (meaning they think of it as a benefit! Some benefits you create may not always be
perceived that way and vice versa) and the costs involved in obtaining those benefits.
𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 − 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
E.g. A luxurious car can have the benefits of being made out of top quality products or have cool
gadgets or drives fast or have a high reputation etc. while the cost is a high price or hard to get

repaired because only few garages have the necessary parts or it’s too flashy etc. => Value for one
customer may not be the same as for another!
CREATING SHARED VALUE

During the end of the last century: companies were only interested in pleasing their shareholders.
Nowadays: there is more focus on customers as discussed above but also a range of other
stakeholders in the company. The value we create is no longer to be divided amongst shareholders
but to be shared with everyone that’s linked to our company.
Internal:
−
−
−

Employees
Manager
Owners

External:
−
−
−
−
−
−

Shareholders
Customers
Suppliers
Society e.g. we’ve developed a sustainable market orientation where we don’t
only focus on profit anymore but also the people and the planet. (= the 3 P’s).
Government
Creditors

THE STRATEGY
WHAT IS STRATEGY?

“It’s trying to see the road ahead without knowing your destination.”
Nowadays the market is very dynamic (e.g. new players on the market every day) so if the market
changes, you need to be able to react to these changes with your company. Therefor you’ll need to
make choices, a strategy helps you with planning which choices to make.
•
•
•

It’s a chosen course (= gives you a sense of direction to follow with your
company)
It’s aimed at achieving objectives – “getting to your destinations” (= gives you
goals and purpose)
Can be explicit (e.g. in big companies like Netflix) or implicit (e.g. in a local
bakery the strategy is just in your boss’s head)

WHAT MAKES A STRATEGY EFFECTIVE?

At least 3 requirements need to be met:
1. Make a clear choice and remain consistent:
The bigger the company, the more people with different possible strategies in
their heads are running around who may not be consistent. It’s important that
your strategy is known to all and that everyone follows it.
Therefore you need to make choices what your company should be about e.g. if
you’re a new gin on the market, do you want to be omnipresent or only served in
exclusive bars?
→Always make the choice first! Then align the rest of your strategy with this to
base your further choices on.

→You also have to choose what NOT to do.
→Strategies can be on different levels.
E.g. Colruyt is a lowprice supermarket that is focussed on large scale sales and
are very consistent with this – even their interior design, their cheaper freezers,
their products are often duopackaged etc.
Yet Colruyt also owns “Okay” which is a compact convenience store and “Bioplanet” which is a highcost organic foodmarket and doesn’t look remotely like the
Colruyt stores but does have its own image consistent with selling their organic
products – little plastic packaging; lots of green etc.
So each substore can have their own strategy while the overarching strategy is to
be omnipresent.
2. It needs to be a good fit with the environment:
Companies can be successful in one environment but not necessarily in another!
You either select an environment that suits you (inside-out) or you adapt to the
environment you’re in (outside-in).
E.g. A tech company in Africa should keep in mind the limited technological
knowledge, electricity resources and financial resources of their customers there.
E.g. The McVeggie that’s available at fastfoodchain McDonalds is an example of
adaptation to the growth and importance of vegetarians in our society.
Note: Huge companies may be less flexible because they’re stuck to things like
their brand. (But not necessarily as shown in the McDo example)
3. It needs to be legitimised by your stakeholders:
E.g. The chief executive of the oil company British Petroleum realized they were
one of the biggest culprits for the bad environment thanks to their CO2-emission.
They changed their strategy to make it more eco-friendly but their stakeholders
(who probably cared less about the environment since they’re investors in oil)
weren’t here for it and so the project failed!
E.g. The fossil free project is completely based on the power of shareholders since
they boycott the fossil projects by refusing to sponsor, invest, approve new fossil
projects etc. It’s commonly referred to as “divesting”
THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPLOYEES

As seen above, employees are an important internal stakeholder of the company. Companies these
days battle for talent – in this fight it’s important for the companies to remember their image and
how they’re perceived by possible future employees.
This graph shows how people view
companies’ work attitude based on:
− Positive/Negative impact on society
→e.g. Oil companies like Shell and BP are
perceived to have a very negative impact
on society (the environment)
→e.g. Amusement parks and family
retreats are perceived to have a positive
impact.
− Job security
→e.g. Chemical companies like Solvay and
the pharmaceutical company Bayer are
perceived to have high job security

−

Prestige
→e.g. fastfood chains like Autogrill, Pizza Hut and Lunchgarden seem to be perceived as nonprestigious places to work.

CASE STUDY

Oefening in de les waarbij we videostreamingsplatformen hun marketstrategie vergeleken:
DPG Media Stievie
Clear choice and Not really on demand
internal consistency
Fit with environment Stuck between on
demand and
traditional TV
Legitimized by key Pushes ads down our
stakeholders throats + not able to
compete
Basic strategy ?

Netflix

Vrt.nu

?

?

International, less
local productions
(though working on it)

?

Still using their start
strategy + everyone
likes it (broad
customerbase)

Should they compete
with newspapers?

On demand HQ video
streaming whenever,
wherever

Subsidized news app
and VRT shows

BRINGING STRATEGY AND MARKETING TOGETHER: THE PLAN
1. Analyse the problem and define it
2. External analysis → outside of companies, search your environment’s threats and
opportunities
Internal analysis → inside the company, search your own strengths and
weaknesses
3. SWOT analysis (brings strengths and weaknesses from internal analysis together
with opportunities and threats from external analysis)
4. Make choices based on your analysis E.g. are you going to rebrand? Fade out?
Conquer the world?
5. Marketing program: lay out concrete actions you’re going to take E.g. you can
conquer the world by acquiring existing companies all over the globe or by
building your own companies all over the globe
6. Implementation and follow-up (not really discussed in the classes): Do those
actions and monitor the results – are you getting done what you wish? If not, go
back to searching where the problem’s at.

1. PROBLEM ANALYSIS
You can build a strategic analysis because it’s planned (usually at the start of your company) or you
can do it because an incident happened. (E.g. A strike against your bad environmental decisions took
place)
Though a problem can also grow over time rather than be one incident. You can always find
symptoms of the problem, then, like a drop in sales (quantitative) and a drop in rates (qualitative).
You need to be aware that a symptom is NOT a problem!

CASE STUDY

HLN

De Standaard

The Economist

Incident? Newspapers notice that they sell less (quantitative symptom) and that
it’s linked to age (younger people buy them less)
Underlying problem? Online news is accessible always and everywhere.
Solutions? Constant news
releases and search
engine optimization
(so they would show
up first on Google)

Add thorough quality
analyses and opinion
pieces to their content

Release exclusive data
in their analyses and
were one of the first
to launch a news
podcast as well as get
active on several
social media channels.

Note: You shouldn’t wait for a problem to show up! Market research and trend watching can predict
these.
2. ANALYSIS
There are two types of analysis:
The external analysis = researches our company’s environment to find opportunities and threats.
These are outside of our control but we can make use of them/have to be weary of them.
The internal analysis = researches within our company to find our strengths and weaknesses. These
are within our control and so we can improve them if necessary.
→Note: the distinction isn’t always made clear in strategies but the main difference lies in whether
it’s in your control or not. E.g. Having a strong brand in your portfolio is a strength while
demographic shifts are an opportunity.
•

Combined we call this the SWOT analysis.

Why should we run an analysis? It can help us build a strategic marketing plan by preparing us to
detect upcoming problems and avoid them (e.g. what we urgently need to change, where we can
improve our weaknesses and how we can defend ourselves against threats) as well as showing us
where there’s an opportunity to grow.
INTERNAL ANALYSIS

Two very influential ways of looking at internal analyses are:
1. What kind of portfolio do we have? What do you have? It can consist of brands, products, or even
companies.
2. What capabilities do we have? What can you do? Focuses more on how you are different from the
rest.
BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP MATRIX

This model focuses on two axis growth and market share.
The cashcow: this is a product/brand/etc. that produces a lot of money for your
company (=high market share) but of which you can already see the end of its
success. Its success in in decline (=low growth)

The rising star: these are currently gaining market share (=high market share) and are only getting
bigger and more well-known (=high growth). These are presumed to be the products/brands/etc.
who will be your company’s next cashcow.
The question mark: products/brands/etc. that currently don’t have a lot of market share (=low
market share) yet but are growing (=high growth). These could be your next new rising stars,
depending on whether it’ll become more known on the market. It’s a bit of a risk.
The underdog: these are products/brands/etc. that are not growing anymore (=low growth) nor are
they big on the market (=low market share). They’re usually your past cashcows. You don’t quite
want or need these at this moment so there you need a strategy to divest from it (don’t spend any
more money on advertisement and R&D on it) and/or maximize from its potential.
E.g. Apple’s cashcows are the iPad and MacBook while their iPhone is a rising star. The iWatch is
growing but not yet used a lot on the market so we have to wait and see what happens there. And
you could say the iPod is no longer bought anymore and thus the underdog. (already needs updating
these days
)
E.g. Jupiler is the cashcow with 60% marketshare. Its revenue is invested in brand extensions of
Jupiler (e.g. alcoholfree). You can see that beers like Hoegaarden and Kriek are underdogs and losing
its market share but this industry made sure to do brand repositioning. They’ve taken the old
Hoegaarden from the market but revamped it and released this newer version of it, to make the
product and its image attractive again.
CAPABILITIES FRAMEWORK (DAY)

The capabilities framework is the traditional view/model on this. (1994) It’s based on how companies
are different from one another. He made the distinction between capabilities that are creating a flow
from external information towards the company and a flow from internal information outward the
company.
OUTSIDE-IN CAPABILITIES
•
•

•

Market sensing: Do you know what’s coming next? Which direction is the market
heading?
Customer linking: Are your current customers satisfied?
→in B2B – typically you have a personal relationship from which you can get
feedback
→in B2C – typically you can look at the data that you have (buying behaviour;
online behaviour etc.) or engaging in a market research among your customers.
Channel bonding: Are you (positively) close with your distributors? Since they’re
closest to the customer!
→in B2B – typically contact with expert distributors that sell your brand
→in B2C – typically with retailers

INSIDE-OUT CAPABILITIES
The goal is to make sure you have your inner state in order and that everything goes smoothly in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial management
Control
Manufacturing
Logistics
Research and Development (R&D)
Human Resource Management (HRM)

•

Safety

SPANNING CAPABILITIES
Link both the capabilities by making sure that the information and the relations outside are optimally
served by the internal capabilities that you have via:
•
•
•

•

Strategy: links your outside world to your inside functions
New product development: links your market sensing to your R&D – you make
sure that the people get what they want
Pricing: links the benefits that you offer to the costs it takes as well as keeping
customer value in mind (because what do they perceive as benefits and what do
they perceive as costs?)
Service: makes sure that the linking happens in an optimal way

HOW DO YOU USE THIS MODEL?
It is basically a checklist for a company to see the points that could use improvement.
E.g. Customer linking in our company: is not so good since there’s no direct contact. We’ve tried
social media but it doesn’t really take off.
DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES (EISENHARDT & MARTIN)

Make sure to read the article “Dynamic capabilities: what are they?” (notes below) for full detail!
This article gives clearer definitions for the capabilities.
EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Three steps of looking at external analysis are:
1. What business are we in? What is it that we’re doing as a company?
2. What industry are we in?
3. What does our macro-environment look like?
DEFINING YOUR BUSINESS

Often this step is overlooked and that can cause problems. E.g. Because the company knows its own
product but they don’t have a good look at what other products are out there that could fulfil the
same customer needs.
To define your business, you need to know to which strategic group you belong. A strategic group =
all companies or brands that offer products that can substitute each other.
→It’s tricky to draw an objective line. You could also make a subcategory of your closest enemies and
your furthest enemies. E.g. If you sell luxurious cars, Porsche’s, Ferrari’s and Lamborghini’s may be
closer competitors with substituting products while Hyundai’s and Kia’s may be less direct
competitors.
DEFINING YOUR MARKET (VIA THE ABELL MODEL)
To define your market, it’s easiest to plot abovementioned competitors against two axises or more.
They can be defined by the features that are most important to your company. E.g. price and
offersize.
Or you can follow a model like the Abell model:

This model makes a distinction between three axis:
− Customer needs
− Customer groups
− Alternative technologies
- Your business is often defined by a technology
offering a solution to a customer need of a
specific customer segment.
E.g. you sell cars to offer transport and mobility
to customers in a mid-price/middle-class
segment.
→Dit model helpt je de juiste vragen stellen en je
doen realizeren dat je niet in “de autobusiness” zit maar in de
“transportatiebusiness”. Het zijn de noden die je vervult, de services die je levert,
die je vooral definiëren in plaats van het product dat je maakt.

CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION
Segmentating your customers helps you choose a group to target. Since a segment = a group of
customers with similar needs (e.g. needing a mode of transportation) and/or similar market
responses (e.g. people being highly sensitive to price; willingness to buy online; brand sensitive etc.),
it basically helps you find the largest pool of people you could help out with your product or service.
An example of how to segment customers, is this tool
created by a Belgium market research agency
Censydiam. (The Censydiam perceptor) (later owned by
the international Ipsos)
They use a more psychodynamic approach: in all markets
that you can encounter you can distinguish different
customer needs at a deep motivational level, based on
two axis – the statusorientation (stand out vs. blend in) &
the opennessorientation (liberation vs. routine)
E.g. In the software industry you can thus differentiate about 6 segments. People who are motivated
to buy your soda simply to quench their thirst score high on ‘routine’ customers for example. People
who are motivated to buy your soda to be seen score high on ‘be noticed’ customers.
ANALYSING YOUR INDUSTRY (VIA PORTER 5 FORCES MODEL)

So now you know what industry you’re in (Industry = set of companies offering substitutes to
customers with the same needs as your product/service provides). Now you can analysis it: how
attractive is this business? How can we generate more profit in it? Etc.
The Porter 5 Forces model is relatively old but
still contains the new thought that you
shouldn’t just focus on your competitors and
outshining them. You also need to focus on
your suppliers, your buyers, the substitutes
and the new entrants on the market as shown
on the right. Because they all have a power
over your company and its success.

E.g. Amazon initially only sold books but now they sell a way bigger variety so retailers need to keep
an eye on this new entrant.
Example casus: an airline company
Suppliers: including staff → if they go on a strike, your business fails.
New entrants: new airplane companies with more technology/cheaper staff/that run more
efficiently etc.
Buyers: the people flying out → if your planes are perceived to be too dangerous/too expensive/not
enough baggage space/not enough accommodations such as AC, entertainment, snacks, pillows,
toilets etc. or if your staff is too rude etc. they can choose competitors over you and your business
fails.
Substitutes: Everything that doesn’t require you to be physically present elsewhere and thus helps
you avoid flying, can be a threat to your business e.g. Skype and VR-glasses for long distance
meetings
FORCES THAT DEFINE THE POWER OF YOUR COMPANY (IN TERMS OF MORE POWER)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relative size and power: The bigger your relative size (in relation to the market), the more
power
Relative importance and impact: The bigger your importance/impact in/on the market, the
more power
Market concentration: The higher the market concentration (meaning there are only few
players on the market so you take up a high percentage of the market), the more power.
Availability of substitutes: The less available substitutes, the more power.
Switching cost: The bigger the switching cost (the cost you have to pay to switch to a
substitute), the more power because people are reluctant to pay a high cost.
Differentiation: The more your product stands out and seems different from the rest, the
more power. E.g. we buy more Coca-Cola because we assume it’s so different from Pepsi
Threat of backward/forward integration: This threat is always here but the smaller it is, the
more power you have.
Backward integration = you engage in a company that comes before your process. (e.g. you
buy water from a supplier for your sodas, you think you can do it better so you start bottling
your own water)
Forward integration = you make part of the product but not the finished product so you
decide to move to a business where you make the finished product because it seems more
profitable (e.g. you make microchips for a phone, you decide to make phones; Netflix
streams shows that are made by other players like Telenet so Telenet decides to make their
own streaming platform)

E.g. if you’re a coffee bean farmer and sell your coffee, but all your neighbours pretty much do the
same then => you’re a small business in size; you’re in a highly saturated market so the market
concentration is low; you have pretty much no importance or impact compared to the big names like
Nespresso; there are many substitutes available and switching cost is probably low; your product
isn’t much different from the rest so overall you have zero to no power in this business.
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE SUBSTITUTES ON YOUR MARKET
Influence them how? E.g. by making their threat smaller/eliminating it etc.
Casus: How come video conferences are a threat to airlines?

•

•

•

The switching cost: Is the (one time) installation price for the system lower than airplane
tickets and perhaps the hotel rooms that need to be booked etc.? If so, then this will
definitely bigger the threat.
The buyer inclination: Is there already a motivation to stop using airlines?(e.g.
environmentally better; you don’t like flying and all the hassle that comes with packing etc.)
If so, then this will definitely bigger the threat.
The price performance trade-off of substitutes: Are the perceived benefits of video
conferencing higher than the perceived benefits of airlines and/or are the perceived costs of
video conferencing lower than the perceived costs of airlines? If so, then this will definitely
bigger the threat.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE NEW ENTRANTS ON YOUR MARKET
Influence them how? E.g. by making their entrance to the market easier or more difficult etc.
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Absolute cost advantages: If a new entrant is cheaper (e.g. because they operate from a
different location), they may have an advantage on your market because they achieve the
same things in a cheaper way.
Access to inputs: If suppliers for the new entrant are limited (e.g. because your company
made a deal to have exclusive access to the supplies), their success will be limited.
Government policy: Laws are out of new entrant’s control and can limit them greatly. e.g.
Nespresso had a patent that prohibited other companies to make coffee capsules that fit in
their coffee machines.
Capital requirements: If the new entrant doesn’t have the capital (money) needed to
compete, their success will be limited.
Product differentiation: If your product is different, usually customers are loyal and won’t
switch to new entrants. However, if the new entrant’s product is different, they may as well
have an advantage.
Access to distribution: If distribution channels for the new entrants are limited (e.g. ABInBev
has a deal with many bars in Belgium to exclusively only distribute their products), their
success will be limited.
Expected retaliation: Retaliation refers to the reaction of current market players to what a
new entrant does. The bigger and more passionate the retaliation, the more difficult it can
be for the new entrant. E.g. the Dutch store Jumbo promised to have the lowest prizes. Then
they became a new entrant in the Belgium market but Colruyt is currently the marketplayer
that promises the lowest prizes. They immediately retaliated by promising to keep lowering
their prizes under Jumbo’s prizes and that’s something Jumbo couldn’t keep up with so they
retreated their promise, in fear of the expected retaliation.
Switching costs: If the switching cost of your product is high, it may limit new entrant’s
entrance E.g. Tesla’s electric cars as a new entrant to the transport-market has to deal with a
high switching cost because customers need to change their installation at home and you
can’t charge everywhere on the road; their manufacturers need to learn different
techniques; their sales people need to learn different approaches etc.
Proprietary learning curve: You can’t just copy paste an idea in one environment and move it
to another because of the learning curve you own. Your company has gotten to know the
environment and learned how to work in it and how to reach the customers etc. A new
entrant has little to no learning curve (even if they already existed before in a different

•

•

•

•

market and just crossed country borders, it pretty much equals losing your learning curve)
which makes it harder on them to succeed.
Proprietary products: Owning your products, makes you less vulnerable to being copied by
new entrants. e.g. Nespresso’s coffee capsules first only belonged to them, they invented it?
So it was their property.
Economies of scale: The more capital you have and the more you buy from your suppliers,
the bigger deals you can get and the better machinery you can invest in etc. New entrants
usually have a smaller capital to invest.
Network effects: Once you build a network, those customers sort of become yours and new
entrants will have a hard time to warm those people up to using their product as
well/instead. E.g. Facebook has build their network of customers so when a new social media
platform comes along, customers may not see the added value of having multiple accounts.
Feedback effects: The bigger your network, the easier to get feedback and detect whether a
new feature is taking off or not. New entrants usually have smaller networks.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE INDUSTRY COMPETITORS
Influence them how? Competition becomes more or less intense etc.
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Number of competitors: the more competitors, competition is heavier
Relative size of competitors: if you’re the one big player, competition can not touch you.
Diversity of competition and product differentiation: if your product is more differentiated
from your competitors, it’ll be easier
Industry growth rate: If the industry is growing fast, there’s less competition because there
are enough customers (however, that stops at one point) e.g. when mobiles became more
and more popular, a big player like Nokia wouldn’t have felt a new entrance to the market at
first because there were enough people who were starting to use a mobile phone.
Price transparency and adaptability: The less transparent the prices are, the less
competition because they don’t even know what they should be competing against
Fixed cost ratio and capacity planning: A lot of competition and price will only go down. e.g.
last minute flights are cheaper because they need to fill the plane anyway. It doesn’t cost you
anything to fill it with 10 or 50 people, it can only gain you more money but there are
alternative flights out there so that’s why they lower prices the day before the actual flight so
perhaps more people will jump on theirs, even at a lower profit, they still get that profit
instead of nothing.
Buyer’s switching costs:
Exit barriers: The higher the cost to leave a business, the more competition(?)
Strategic stakes: The higher the stakes, the more desperate the measures taken can be e.g.
Colruyt not offering the lowest prices in comparison to Jumbo, would’ve cost them a lot since
their whole strategy is built around it!

MARKET STRUCTURES
•
•
•

Monopoly: one company is the biggest player e.g. NMBS for train transportation in Belgium
Oligopoly: a few large companies are the biggest players e.g. Telenet, Proximus and Orange
for mobile network providers in Belgium
Monopolsitic competition: many companies with differentiated offer e.g. places to drink in
De Overpoort, things to drink

•

Perfect competition: many suppliers with interchangeable offers so little differentiation → in
theory the prices will go down until the point where it’s impossible to make a profit. e.g. fruit
and vegetables (massproduced product)

CONCLUSION
In the end you need to go through all the elements as checklists but need to summarize them
together in a coherent way. That’s the key to making sure your company is irreplaceable. Analysing
your macro-environment (via STEEP/DESTEP model)
Often, you want to be aware of even a broader world than just your external stakeholders. Therefor
we can look at the macro-environment. An often used model is the STEEP model (many variants on
the name)
For more examples, check the practicals’ powerpoint
S = Social
→ demographic e.g. people in the West are aging quite dramatically; African population is growing at
a fast rate
→ cultural e.g. an Anglo-Saxon culture war going on; we are moving more towards individualism
→ trends e.g. everything is moving online and becoming more technological; changes in how we deal
with energy
T = Technical
→ innovation, adoption, value of technology e.g.
E = Economic
→ business, fiscal, monetary factors e.g. money is cheap and it costs you money to save
E = Ecological
→ environmental factors e.g. climate change; the quality of air and water; shift towards more
sustainable business models
P = Political
→ policy trends, regulatory stability e.g. trade war between China and US
=> Depending on which business you’re in, some will be more important than others and the
examples will be different. But this model can be helpful to see which factors might influence your
company now or in the future.
SWOT → CONFRONTATION MATRIX

How do we combine our internal and external analysis and come to conclusions about what to
improve? What to defend? Etc.
Draw up a confrontation matrix, comparing your internal to your external and see where they
influence each other either by reinforcing one another or by counteracting one another. Those are
the points you will want to focus on!
Nespresso casus: They are probably aware that in the market there’s a growing sentiment against big
corporates because they are the main cause of our climate problems. So there’s a trend in
preference for companies that focus on more sustainable, ethical and eco-friendly services and
products. On one hand, Nespresso knows that their aluminium pads and their direct link with their
farmers is a strength. => They can work even closer with their farmers to ensure sustainability and
focus on the reusability of their aluminium pads to reduce packaging.
On the other hand, they’ve lost their patent on the pads so everyone can use them now so there are
many substitutes available. Nespresso knows that their price is high (way higher than the
competitors) and that’s a weakness. They could lower their price but they look at the angle of

customer loyalty instead => By building an experience and a whole story around Nespresso, they
reinforce their uniqueness so people would still be intrigued more by their coffee and they’ve
enabled easy online purchase and delivery to meet customer needs.
3. IMPLEMENTATION AND STRATEGIC CHOICE
STRATEGIC CHOICE

The strategic choice/option is the possibility for an organization to achieve improved or new
competitive advantage. This, through creating new value, based on a link between its internal affairs
(resources and skills) and its external affairs (environment).
CASE STUDY INTERBREW
The company Interbrew is the predecessor of ABInBev. Interbrew used to be a local brewer in
Leuven but then became much bigger over the last 20 years and completely changed its strategy.
Initial strategy: Initially they said to just buy local brewers in different countries and let them do as
they please. There wasn't much more to it than ownership, even called themselves 'the world's
local brewer" because they wanted to respect the local culture and tradition.
Strategic change: Anno 2015 they saw that a lot of the industry was globalizing and that local
tastes were becoming more similar. So a spot would open up for big players on the market and
they wanted to be that one. So they became much more selective in their acquisitions (even got
rid of the brands that they already owned but weren't strong enough) by only choosing the ones
that would add to their profits. On top of that, they became extremely efficient and all that
efficiency went into their Focus Brands (=the brands with greatest long-term growth potential).
CONDITIONS FOR GOOD STRATEGIC OPTIONS
1. Compatible with strategic issues: Strategic issues are issues that you identify
with your own SWOT analysis. So strategic marketing isn't just thinking of fun
new ideas. It needs to be in line with your market (external analysis) and your
company (internal analysis)
2. Compatible with goals and principles: You need to be in line with expectations
such as sustainability. Companies today can no longer do whatever they'd like to,
to make profits e.g. they need to respect things such as local culture; stop
targeting heavy alcohol users and make more alcoholfree beer and/or target more
medium users.
3. Acceptable to stakeholders: A company still needs to be profitable and any
changes/limits of your company need to be accepted by the stakeholders of
course.
4. Sustainable basis of strategy for value creation and positioning: In the
long run you still try to achieve two things with this new strategy: The benefits for
your customer need to be more than the cost. + You need to be able to position
yourself with it on a favourable spot on the market compared to your competitors.
STRATEGY TYPES

There are three basic choices that we need to make in this stage of building a strategy. These need to
be in line with your SWOT analysis results!
1. STRATEGIC BASIS: WHAT IS THE BASIS FOR YOUR NEW STRATEGY?

Generic strategy decisions (E.g. are we going to be the cheapest? The best? E.g. a broad or a
narrow company?) are choices you need to make first. They’re the basis of your strategy and will
help you position your organisation in comparison to its competitors as well as how to create
value for your customers.
According to Porter:
You're either going to be the best (differentiation is
your advantage: you're different from the other
companies) or the most efficient/cheapest on the
market (cost is your advantage: your prices are
better than the competition's). And are you going to
focus on a large market (broad) or a selective
segment of the market (narrow).
You need to choose. You can only have one of both.
If you're going for cost leadership, you're going to
go for economies of scale = produce a lot so the
cost per unit goes down (e.g. Colruyt)
If you're going for differentiation, you’re going to
innovate and create new products that are much
better than your competitors. That will set you apart and will allow you to charge more. (e.g.
BioPlanet)

According to Treacy and Wiersema:

This model was based on extensive research of companies and their strategies and is a little more
up to date than Porter's.
They don’t make you choose between being the best and being the cheapest. They say there are
three areas (as displayed above) where you need to be good at but you have to excel in one area.
If you excel in product leadership, then you have the best product to offer. However, this is
much less efficient and much more expensive. (E.g. buying fresh vegetables from Cru; BioPlanet)
If you excel in customer intimacy, then you have the best relationship with your customers and
they’re very loyal to you. (E.g. buying fresh vegetables on the town market)

If you excel in operational excellence, then you are the most efficient. (E.g. buying more
vegetables for less money at Colruyt.

2. DIRECTION OF DEVELOPMENT: WHICH DIRECTION SHOULD YOUR STRATEGY SEND YOU?
There are different paths to take when making strategic choices and building a new strategy. The
typical path to choose is growth but we can achieve growth in a few alternative ways (e.g. making
new products; choosing a new market or a combination of both)
We can also stay the same, so consolidate. Usually that’s what you do when the market is saturated.
Or we can retreat. Usually not the favourite option but sometimes for a business unit it's better to
cut your losses and get out before you go down with the brand.
Growth according to Ansoff:
This model explains how you can
grow – by making new products or
by entering new markets or a
combination.
Market penetration is the safest
option. Stick to the stuff you know
Product development E.g. a new
homemade lemonade
Market development e.g. selling abroad
Diversification is the riskiest option. Especially if it’s a direction your company has never taken
before. This is sort of a combination of market development and product development E.g. selling
your new homemade lemonade abroad.
3. METHODS OF PURSUING STRATEGIES: HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO ACHIEVE THIS?
There are various methods for pursuing strategies. You need to decide how you’re going to do this.
(E.g. are we going to buy other companies? Set up alliances with other companies?)
In short, your methods can be:
•
•
•

Organic
Acquisition: E.g. how ABInBev bought up companies all over the globe.
Cooperation: such as strategic alliances. Big brands usually go for strategic alliances if
they don't have both skill sets necessary on their own.
E.g. making a new type of coffee machine requires the coffee knowledge by Douwe
Egberts and the technological knowledge by Philips

STP: SEGMENTATION, TARGETING & POSITIONING

Segmentation already came up earlier (see External analysis > Customer segmentation) E.g. by
looking at demographic segments.
Now with targeting, you have to choose on which segment you want to focus which product on.

When you start out as a small player with a
competitive market, you can start out
concentrated with one product focused on one
segment. (E.g. Redbull)
When you're a small player in a market with no
big players, you can also focus on the market as
a whole. Just sell to whoever wants to buy. It's
not often used but it can happen. (E.g. Water)
Big players are often going to target differentiated by using different products for different
marketsegments. (E.g. Cola has Coca Cola light, zero etc. for different segments)
Lastly, with positioning you need to know your customer very well + your competition very well.

Why? You need to have something that the customer wants but
that the competition doesn't have. So you need to differentiate
in that way.
Make sure you don't fall in the pitfall of making something that
people don't want or that you need to compete a lot for with
big players (e.g. because the competition already has it)

Case: Nespresso
In the beginning, Nespresso wasn't really popular within the target group they wanted. They were
mostly popular in companies for a little coffee corner. The problem was that they weren't really
differentiating themselves from other companies. They did that by looking at their target
customers individually (instead of in group at their work) and realized that they couldn't drink it at
home (instead had to go out to a coffeeshop) so they started developing a machine and also got
on celebrity endorsers to get out the word and get it sold etc. That way they differentiated
themselves by offering a hi-end hi-tech espresso that you could drink at home.
Finding a positioning statement is very important and takes a lot of work. You probably need to
ditch a few ideas before finding the winning idea. This isn’t something purely scientific, you need
to rely heavily on your creativity as well.
MARKETING PROGRAM

This is really a switching point between analysing and doing something with that analysis. Once
you’ve reached this point, you’re going to translate everything in actionable to-do’s. So basically
you’re going to be making to do lists e.g. “we’re going to sell product X at place Y. And we’re
going to promote it this exact way.”
BUSINESS MODEL

To do this, we need to know how we're going to make our strategies profitable.
That's where a business model comes in. It's a model that the company uses to generate revenue
from its product/services, which you can do by creating customer value and thus generating
revenue. It's an exchange that you need to optimize.

CREATING CUSTOMER VALUE
It’s more than just money or quality

Read the article below for full detail!

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
(explained via the tool Strategyzer and case study: Nespresso)

−

−

−

−

Key partners: Key partners can be valuable assets to acquire new resources and activities,
to optimize the cost efficiency and reduce risks and uncertainty.
E.g. Nespresso has their own coffee farmers (manufacturers) and a strong
relationship/contract with Nestlé (retailers).
Key activities: What activities do our value propositions/distribution channels/customer
relationships/revenue streams/etc. require?
E.g. Nespresso has George Clooney starring in their ads (Marketing) + (R&D) + (Logistics)
Key resources: Resources can be physical, intellectual, human or financial.
E.g. Nespresso’s a luxurious brand and they used to have a patent on the little capsules
they used (but not anymore so even more focus on the brand)
Value proposition: What value do we deliver to our customer? Which customer need are
we solving? (Including accessibility; cost reduction; design; convenience; newness etc.)
E.g. Nespresso stands for top espresso in your house (convenient but high level)
E.g. Gilette - Razor handles and blades; Best shaving experience (high quality aspect)

−

Customer relationships: The relationships each of your customer segments expect you to
establish with them. (such as personal assistance; self-service; co-creation; automated
service etc.)
E.g. They have their own retails and even online delivery which is weird because espressos
used to be a small commodity. Yet it works because they focus on a segment that is okay
with paying so much for it. (= customer segments)
E.g. Gilette - Built in "Lock-in" effect: Only Gilette blades fit on the refillable handle

−

−

−

−

Channels: There are 5 different phases where we can determine through which channels
we want to reach our customersegments: awareness; evaluation; purchase; delivery and
aftersales.
E.g. Nespresso can contact their customers via TV ads for awareness, via newsletters to
subscribed customers both for awareness as well as purchase, delivery and aftersales etc.
(On the other hand: the customer can contact Nespresso via a live chat on their website;
call them; email them and fax them.)
Customer segments: As described earlier, you need to know who you are creating value
for. Is this for the mass market or a niche market? Is this the same for all your customers
or are they more segmented so that you have to create value differently for each of them?
E.g. Nespresso targets a broad public, however they know they’re pretty expensive and
therefor also target the niche market of people who share a passion for quality coffee.
That niche market, for example, is encouraged to “join” Nespresso and enjoy tailored
coffees to their taste and other benefits.
Cost structure: Which costs of your business model are the biggest and/or most
important? (And are these costs fixed or variable? Are you selling as economies of scale or
economies of scope?) You have to have decided whether your business is more costdriven
(typically lower cost) or valuedriven.
E.g. Nespresso is clearly more valuedriven and their cost prices are fixed.
Revenue streams: The current value you’re giving to customers and getting from them.
These typically come from different places like online sales vs. retail sales; subscription
fees etc. You can then see characteristics of each revenue stream such as how much
percent they make up of the total revenue (so which one is most profitable). Note that
pricing can be a fixed or dynamic process (in case you negotiate about productcosts).
E.g. Nespresso has a fixed pricing. Their main revenue stream is probably from
supermarkets and there’s one for their own boutiques (retailers). They also have one
linked to their income for online purchases.
E.g. Gilette - 1x handle purchases; Frequent blade replacements

IMPLEMENTATION AND FOLLOW-UP

Whereas all our analysis formed the input of the marketing program, we will now discuss the output.
THE 4 C’S (KOTLER)

When mentioning marketing to anyone, most people will think of the 4 P’s: product, price,
promotion and place. However, those are not sufficiently customer-oriented. Therefor Kotler
introduced the 4 C’s:
•

•

•

•

Product → Core benefit/customer value: This helps you think not only about
the physical product you’re selling but the core benefits.
E.g. Gilette sells razorblades but the stylish design, replaceable blades etc. are
core benefits.
Price → Cost for the customer: Cost is much more than just the monetary price!
E.g. Gilette tries being omnipresent in retails or Nespresso is able to be ordered
online and home delivered => overlap with more convenient for the customer
Place → Convenience for the customer: Related to the cost in the broader
sense. You need to try and make it convenient for the customer to get your
product (=minimizing that cost).
E.g. Home delivery of your product; being available in all retail stores.
Promotion → Communication with the customer: It’s a two-way relationship
nowadays.
E.g. Social media influences.

3 EXTRA P’S
Here in Belgium we are in a post-industrialized world where most of the economy is about services. A
service economy needs to focus on 3 P’s in addition to the previous ones. There needs to be more
focus on:
•

•

•

Process: The processes beyond things like the customer journey become more
important. (where do they find information? Where do they get in touch? How do
we sell them the service? How do we retain them as a customer?)
Physical evidence: Services are intangible so what service-companies often
need to do is show in a physical way that they’re reliable. E.g. Banks and even
online stores like CoolBlue still have physical places to visit to show they’re
accessible, interactive, credible…
People: You can’t have a service without any interaction (even though a lot of
services are slowly shifting to self-serving processes).

1. CUSTOMER VALUE (PRODUCT)
A lot of businesses start up around one central product or idea.
Important to realize when we’re
talking to the product is that they
typically go through a cycle.
Typically at the beginning (the
introduction stage) there is no
market yet for the product so
growth is slow plus sales are
usually negative; revenues are low.
80% of new companies don't make it through their first year but if you get there, you might see
growth taking off.
Once it starts nearing the maturity stage (because of saturation = everyone who would buy the
product has bought it already), it usually starts declining because of new innovations or better
products taking over the market.
If you reach this stage, often you see companies changing their marketing mix and approaches to
avoid ending up in the decline stage.
How do you change that? (depends greatly on the company so these approaches don’t always
apply but typically:)
Introduction
Growth
Maturity
Decline
Marketing You have to
Usually
Maximize profit
Use the product
objectives create awareness competition
without losing
as a cashcow (if
for your product starts at this
market share.
possible) and
so you can have
stage so your
The pie can not
reduce the
people try it out goal is to
be any bigger
expenditures
maximize your
anymore so if
market share
you grow, it’s at
the cost of
someone else’s.
Product - Often
- Optimize your
- Diversify brand Phase out the
innovative
product to gain
to meet different weak (20/80 rule:
products
efficiency
needs
20% of your
- Often some
and item models portfolio makes
variety°
up 80% of the

Price

Place

Promotion

- Often one
basic offering of
the product
- Penetration
pricing*
- Skimming*
You don’t use all
distribution
channels yet but
make a selection

You try to be
present where
the early
adopters and
retailers/dealers
are + try to be
informative for
possible deals

You usually set it
at a price that's
accessible for a
bigger market
You build
intensive
distribution
channels to be
able to reach this
bigger market
and deliver
You try to be
present in the
mass market and
make your
product different
(because
competitors
usually enter in
this stage) + try
to persuade
everyone to buy
your product

- Often a greater
variety

revenue so focus
on those 20%)

You need to
match prices
with your
competitors
You mass
distribute

No longer
actively pushing
with sales
promotions
You no longer
want to be
omnipresent so
you drop nonprofitable
distribution
channels
You become a
bit more
selective with
your advertising
(and limit/reduce
it to none)

Here you
convince the
people who
already bought
the product that
they made a
good, quality
purchase (this
reassures
customers about
their choices)
=> shift to
customer
retention (from
customer
acquisition)

Penetration pricing vs. skimming
Both are viable options but it depends on the situation and since these are greatly different
approaches you have to focus on it in this stage already or it might be too late!
Penetration pricing = going for a low price or producing on a larger scale so your price gets
lower to get to the next stage (growth) as fast as possible
Skimming = you just spent a lot of money on R&D and you know that your product is unique at
this point and that the only people who buy it are (price-insensitive) innovators so you charge a
high price.
Decline stage
Often if you’re a big company, when you have a product in the decline stage, you will
simultaneously have one or more other products in the earlier stages. As seen in the Boston
Consulting Matrix, that’s what it’s all about. Any and all revenue you get from your underdog, you
can spend on your cashcow and invest in creating some rising stars or even question marks.
2. CUSTOMER COST (PRICE)
Which factors affect your price? The quality of your product (typically a better quality leads to higher
price); the manufacturing cost (typically a higher manufacturing cost leads to higher price);
advertisement cost; competition’s prices etc.

As a business you can set your own
prices somewhat. However, it is very
important to keep two big factors in
mind: the prices of your competitor’s
(are we higher or lower priced?) that
directly influence the market price +
the prices that your customers are
willing to pay for your product
=> only if you combine those two
insights, can you set a right marketoriented price (keeping your internal
information like manufacturing cost
in mind as well of course!)
The two dominant approaches that flow from this are:
-

-

Cost based pricing: Oftentimes in industries that aren’t really data-driven, they
just look at how much their product costs to produce and sell and calculate a
profit-creating price for that. This price determines how valuable their product is
and whether or not it reaches their customers.
 Value based pricing: You look at your customers first and their needs, then
look at how much value our product produces for them (how well does it fill their
needs?) and that sets the price for the product. So your product costs have to be
within that price margin. The customer defines here which products you’ll sell at
what price.

Violations of rationality in pricing decisions:
Read the full article (notes in detail below)!
3. CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE (PLACE)
There are about three ways a company can (literally) provide value to their customer:
1. Selling directly to consumers
→This has become easier nowadays thanks to the internet.
→This is quite demanding in terms of logistics so many go through:
2. Selling through retailers who then sell it to consumers
3. Selling through Wholesalers who then sell it to retailers and they on their turn,
consumers

How can you evaluate your (possible) distribution channels to make a choice:
-

-

Economical value: important to know how much a distribution channel will cost
and how much revenue it will make but it’s not the only important thing
→Volume: quantity
→Added value: the price and extra service and information you can gain from it
Target group value:
→Reach: how many people can you reach and/or which people
→Image congruence: not everyone wants to be available in an every day retail.
E.g. Westvleteren trappist is an exclusive beer in the sense that it’s only available
in their local brewery and people actually go and wait in line for it.

-

-

Cooperation and power: If you don’t sell directly and thus cooperate with a
retailer, it’s important to know who holds what power: who gets the most revenue
and who gets the most collected data?
2 distribution strategies:
Intensive: goal is to be omnipresent like Coca Cola whose products are available
in a lot of establishments as well as retailers and vending machines etc.
Selective: goal is to be more exclusive like Nespresso and Westvleteren beer

Case study Oxfam
Oxfam fair trade have their own stores run by volunteers to a very specific segment (people who
were really convinced that they needed to buy more sustainable even if it's more expensive). They
had a discussion whether they should sell through retail since they wanted to sell more but
thought they would lose more information that goes along normally with the experience of their
own stores. Yet they decided to go for mass, which made them lose power since they became
more dependent of other players
4. CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION (PROMOTION)
Case study Gillette
Difference in commercials: the first one was more informative about how many blades they had
etc. while the second one was more about a feeling, creating an experience. This reflects a
problem they were facing: how much do people even care about the functionalities of a razor
blade? => We see that the one with the informative ad declined from the start already while the
one about a feeling took some time to take-off but after people tried it, really was bought more.
The key to managing sales growth is locating performance gaps and identifying their cause.
One way they discovered this was by locating performance gaps (and then understanding the
cause so they could improve on it): By fragmenting your target customers, you can spot
problems. See the gaps on understanding the offering's benefits and even if they get the benefit,
it's not attractive to many of them.
Meaningful differentiation is a must when introducing a new version of an existing offering
A new innovation was positioned here perfectly when Gillette was focusing on (and failing with)
introducing razors with more blades. Another company introduced a completely different solution
(circular blades with automatic moisturizer/cream output mechanism). The number of blades lost
its perceived value while this new innovation was more meaningful to customers and therefor
made more sales.

For offerings using two part pricing, sales growth can often be better achieved by stimulating the
usage/replacement than by attracting new customers
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠 = 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∗ (𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑅 + 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐶 ∗ 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)
Gillette had most its resources allocated to acquiring new users. While the usage rate had the biggest
impact on their sales so it’s what Gillette should’ve focused on more. By emphasizing on:
-

-

Frequency: How you can use their product more often than thought e.g.
Replacing the blades
Occasion: How you can use their product on more occasions than thought e.g.
ads for the holidays as well as needing to shave for an important business
meeting or romantic dates etc.
Application: How you can use their product for more applications than thought
before e.g. Not just the face

4. CONSUMER JOURNEY THINKING - GUEST LECTURE PROF. DR. FRANK
GOEDERTIER (VLERICK BUSINESS SCHOOL)
FRAMEWORK: THE CDJ MODEL

The Customer Decision Journey model:
If you want to learn more about your customers’ decisionmaking, you should map and manage your
customer touchpoints.
→ What are those? Touchpoints are the interactions of a customer with elements related to a
product and the category of a product (Brands are often a part of the category) E.g. When you want
to buy a car, a brochure for cars or TV commercial can be the first touchpoint.
There are 3 phases to this interaction: How do we tap into the needs of our customers during every
phase?
1. Pre-purchase phase: up to the moment of purchase transaction
2. During purchase phase: the administration till evaluation
3. Post purchase phase: afterwards
1. PRE-PURCHASE PHASE

PROBLEM RECOGNITION
= trying to map and manage the customer’s needs. E.g. When does the need for a new car arise?
What are the triggers?
There are two types of triggers:
-

-

Typical triggers: These are natural/inherent to the purchase cycle.
E.g. The yearly car exposition.
E.g. In case of buying stationary, this can be linked to the start of the school year.
Atypical triggers: These go against the usual cycle to avoid mass competition.
E.g. Special editions
E.g. Krispy Kreme donuts has a sign that lights up when the donuts are freshly
baked and ready. This triggers people to come in and purchase them right then,
that’s how it helps spreading the rush hours.
E.g. Domino’s Pizza offers discounts if you order a pizza before 4’ o clock.
E.g. Getting a discount when you return old products

INFORMATION SEARCH
= what sources of information are being used? And what’s their function?
There are several types of informationsources:
-

-

-

Personal sources: They have the advantage of being credible.
E.g. Your peers; Getting a discount for having other people join in a membership
with your referral code; Netflix family memberships; OnePlus only sold their
phone through invites
Commercial sources:
E.g. Brochures; Television ads
Public sources: You can combine public with commercial (infomercials) or
experiential sources (sending influencers free products to try out and hopefully
promote).
E.g. Online forums with reviews and platforms
Experiential sources: Make the customer experience something
E.g. A test drive; Food samples in grocery stores; Game console stations to try.

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
= The comparison between brands. Therefor you need to know your customer’s consideration set
and in which language your customer speaks.
→ What is your consideration set? The whole of other options that your customer considers
purchasing instead of your product.
→ Which languages can a customer speak? They can speak in terms of
-

-

-

Goals: Most abstract level
E.g. your customer wants to buy a camera ‘to use it on a seaside holiday’ so it
needs to be waterproof, for example
Benefits:
E.g. your customer wants to buy a phone. Would they rather have a big screen so
that they benefit from the high quality display OR rather a small screen so that
they benefit from having it fit in their pocket?
Attributes: Most specific level – usually for experts on the topic
E.g. your customer wants to buy a camera ‘with a high amount of megapixels’; ‘a
128GB memory card’; ‘in pink’

2. DURING PURCHASE PHASE

= you make a purchase decision
This phase isn’t always so noticeable nor lasts long but E.g. when a customer buys a car, they need to
handle some administration before owning the car.
WOW-factors leave a positive impression on the customer. What are WOW-factors? They’re the
feeling you get when you see and use a new product for the first time. Aim for this first impression to
be positive!
E.g. IPhone’s come in a smooth, elegant yet simple revealing packaging.
E.g. Tomorrowland tickets come with bracelets and a story etc.
E.g. Chézclaire puts your éclaires in aesthetically pleasing boxes and add their monthly magazine
E.g. A personal note in your hotel room
3. POST PURCHASE PHASE

= how do you behave after the purchase? What are the elements that customers want to get rid of?
E.g. Oral B uses replaceable brushes for their electrical toothbrushes. In post purchase behaviour,
they noticed customers didn’t quite know when to replace it so they improved on that with a
discoloration process and told the customers to check after 3 months. This discoloration process
counts as a trigger!
DEEP DIVE

{Recommended literature for a deeper insight in the customer journey:
MIT Sloan Management Review posted following articles:
- The seller’s hidden advantage (Niraj Dawar)
- Beyond better products (Niraj Dawar)
Book: Tilt}
UNIVERSAL NEEDS

There are needs that exist in and apply to every sector, for every product.
-

The costs: Ideally, a customer wants low costs
The risks: Ideally, lowering risks always has a positive impact

What costs and risks can you lower for the customer? (there are more irl than just these listed)
-

-

-

-

Monetary costs
Time costs
Complexity costs
Switching costs: E.g. When you switch from using an HP computer to a
MacBook, you need to learn how to use it and get familiar with the computer’s
environment. You can lower this cost by providing easy-to-follow tutorials for
example.
Opportunity costs: The cost of missing out E.g. The money you spend on one
product cannot be spend on another. You can lower this cost by giving something
extra for the same price (like 2 for 1 deals)
Functional risks: E.g. will the car really be as functional? You can lower this by
letting the customer go for a test drive
Image risks: E.g. There might be unsustainable labour creating a brand’s
products and a customer doesn’t want to support that. You can lower this by
being very transparent about things like your production process
Financial risks: E.g. spending 10.000 euros on a car is a lot of money and seems
like a risk. You can lower this risk by letting customers pay in instalments.

Case study Amazon
“Amazon does not sell better books, it sells books better.”
It is important to note that there’s a difference between the core and the more. Competitive
advantage can lay in the core business (better products/services) or in the more (the customer
journey). In Amazon’s case, they performed better in the more.
Costs of going to the bookshop e.g. it takes time, it’s a hassle
Risks of going to the bookshop e.g. they don’t have the book in store, it may rain on your way there
=> Amazon’s online system lowered or even cancelled these costs and risks altogether.
Their reviews and ratings system was a great source of public information. Note that it’s the
combination of qualitative reviews and quantative ratings that makes it work. One would not be as
valuable without the other since no one reads all the reviews, they can quickly scan for a bad or good
rating and then see why that customer was (un)satisfied and see if it applies to their own situation.
 Evaluation of alternatives

Case study BMW
The BMW I3 is an electrical car. The company realised that going on a holiday by car is difficult with
their product because of not having sufficient recharging options along the way. So that’s why they
added an extra option in their purchase contracts that you can opt for in the beginning of the sale,
stating that you can borrow a BMW of the same series (however, non-electrical) to take on a holiday
for free.
 Post-purchase behaviour influences the actual purchase behaviour

Case study Tesla
Tesla made supercharges (only takes 20 minutes) to charge their cars and an additional smartwatch
that helps you navigate to the nearest recharge-station and keep track of your current chargelevel
etc.
 Post-purchase behaviour
FRAMEWORK REVISITED

An exercise around Vlerick’s business school master-after-master program:
1. Problem recognition: Lower risks and costs by informing customers about the
success rates and adding a hall of fame.
2. Information search: Lower the complexity (overload of information) by setting up
a simple navigable website or a fair where you can go to and hear pitches from
Vlerick (and competitors). → Showing that you’re not afraid of competition can
help your case.
3. Evaluation of alternatives: There’s a time cost in which you could be doing a ton
of alternative things.
4. Purchase decision: There’s a risk that you’re making the wrong choice. You can
lower this by offering customers the choice to unsubscribe from the ManaMa after
enrolling but only by switching to another ManaMa within the same company will
it be free of cost (that way it remains profitable for Vlerick).
5. Post-purchase behaviour: If you’re from a different country, you might not know
your way around. These costs and risks can be lowered by installing a local buddy
system. + To stimulate repurchase: Offer a voucher for a business program after
the customer’s ManaMa studies.
EXTRA DEEP DIVE

Interesting remark
How much does a can of Coca Cola cost? It depends on where you buy it.
5. BRAND RELIGIONS - GUEST LECTURE PIETER DE VUYST (INSITES
CONSULTING)
THE AGE OF RELEVANCE

We are constantly in a faster-growing change! The only thing we can be sure of is that tomorrow will
be different. E.g. It took the telephone 75 years to convert people to using it while it took a game like
Angry Birds only 35 days to convert just as many users.
→On top of that: something that was so popular last year, can be pretty much forgotten already
today. Even big/strong brands can have a tough time nowadays to stay relevant.
EXTREME EXPECTATIONS

The change is also noticeable in the expectations we (as customers and as a society) have of brands.
1. FROM PROMISE TO PURPOSE

Companies are no longer out here making promises to their customers but they’re showing their
customers that there’s a purpose that’s driving them. E.g. furniture store chain IKEA has made it clear
that they’re driven by sustainability and thus making furniture that’s ecological. They try to make
money in a responsible way.
2. FROM BRAND IDENTITY TO BRAND IDENTIFICATION

Companies are no longer interested in make sure their own brand has its own identity so it will stick
out. They’re more focussed on making sure their customers identify with their brand and products.
E.g. Gilette used to be identified by strong sportsmen and handsome actors because their slogan was
“the best a man can get” so they showed that the “best” men of our society used their product.
However, nowadays, they want to make the customers to identify with them and you can see this in
commercials where the customer tells a story. (like the one about the man helping his elder father
shave)

3. FROM EXPERIENCE TO ME -EXPERIENCE

Companies are no longer just creating experiences. They’re trying to make sure the customer gets a
customized experience and feels as if it’s just for them. E.g. A local pizza place takes suggestions and
notes with their order – they even make customized jokes for you.
ILLUSIONS OF BRANDS

“The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance, it is the illusion of knowledge.” – Stephen
Hawking. This quote leans into companies having the wrong ideas about their own brands. Four
common illusions (that once used to be reality!) are discussed below:
1. ILLUSION OF LONGEVITY

On average a firm’s lifespan used to be 65 years. Nowadays, this is way shorter and that’s because
you’re no longer supposed to be doing things right, you need to do them better. After all, every
company has competition that can just copy you as they please. You’re no longer unique for more
than a day.
2. ILLUSION OF DIFFERENTIATION

Every company wants to believe their brand and their product is different. However, in the 80s was
discovered already that customers don’t differentiate between brands on those attributes that are
usually unique to them. So you can assume your brand is not as different from your direct
competitors as you think.
3. ILLUSION OF ATTENTION

Companies used to be able to buy customers’ attention with advertisements etc. However, this has
become a strong illusion over time. E.g. 11% of people on the internet use an ad blocker.
Trying to reach your audience is becoming increasingly difficult and it’s better to try and move them
so that they spread the ad themselves.
4. ILLUSION OF LOYALTY

Often people say they’re loyal to a brand but in situations where they’re forced to use a different
brand, they rarely object. E.g. some places only serve Pepsi instead of Coca Cola even though this is a
direct competitor.
BRAND RELIGIONS

A lot of marketing companies preach their beliefs on how to build a strong brand. But in all those
books and theories and models… How can brands find their way out of this maze of change? InSites
Consulting tries to simplify it by introducing 5 brand religions. Every religion has their own core
beliefs as depicted below. Note that one religion is not better than the other! But as with any belief,
you should be devoted to the one you follow, your product(s) and your strategy based on it.
1. CLASSIC RELIGION ( ~KOTLER)
1. Thou shalt segment before thou shalt brand: Segmentation (of competitors;
customers and all the players on your market) is very important. You can do this
demographic wise but also behavioural, psychographic, geographicwise etc. Once
you cut your industry into different market groups and find the group you belong
to, you can easily find your target group etc.
2. Thou shalt differentiate: How can you differentiate? Create a frame-ofreference. E.g. when you sell cars, your frame of reference regarding the

competition can be other cars but it can also be bigger and include other modes of
transportation.
→Point-of-parity: brand elements that may have similarities to others.
→Point-of-difference: brand elements that establish differentiation.
3. Thy way is only one way: Mass media marketing is the key to reaching as
many customers as possible. Even your target group should be the biggest group
you can aim for.
→AIDA (attention; interest; desire; action) model: These are the steps a
customer goes through when purchasing a product. As you can see getting the
attention of the customer comes first.
4. Thou shalt aim for loyalty of the heart: It’s 5 times harder to find a new
customer than keep a loyal one.
→There’s a difference between behavioural loyalty (loyal in what you do but
usually you’re loyal out of habit. E.g. always drinking Coca Cola instead of Pepsi)
and attitudinal loyalty (loyal in your longing. This is a stronger type of loyalty.
E.g. you only buy fairtrade products because you truly believe it’s better)
5. Thou shalt build brand equity: It’s important that customers perceive a certain
(positive!) value just from your brand name rather than from the product or
service itself.
→This sums up the 3 previous beliefs since it’s connected to brand associations
and perceived quality; brand awareness and lastly, brand loyalty.
2. PENETRATION RELIGION

= Don’t have a specific strategy other than just being omnipresent in people’s lives.
1. Penetration is thy sole path to growth: Because of the “top of the
mind”effect, being the first brand in people’s minds will help increase your
product’s purchase frequency.
2. Retention is an illusion: Always fill up your customerbase from the bottom up.
Don’t focus too much on a few loyal customers, rather acquire new ones as much
as you can.
3. Thou shalt treat all thy buyers as equal: Mass-marketing e.g. Smartcars
focused only on young people while their product was mostly bought by the
elderly so that’s a whole market they missed out on.
4. Thou shalt repeat, repeat, repeat: Trigger the customers. Be mentally
available and think of a specific asset such as font, color, logo etc. that you can
claim e.g. The M of McDonalds
5. Thou shalt be everywhere: Don’t wait for the customers to want you, go to
them before they even need to ask = push
E.g. You can even buy Coca Cola in the dessert
→Sidenote: Coca Cola has great distribution channels and partners up e.g. with
medicine companies so that they can get their important medicine to hard to
reach places.
3. INFLUENCER RELIGION

= mouth-to-mouth marketing
1. Conversations is thy sole path to growth: Traditional media is dying so you
need to make sure you slip through via other channels
→Recommendations made by peers are perceived to be more reliable. One sing
person can start a spread and make it go ‘viral’. This also can impact you

2.

3.
4.

5.

negatively, it’s hard to control. E.g. Kryptonite was damaged greatly by a picture
of someone breaking their ‘unbreakable’ locks with just a pen.
Thou shalt look for disciples: You have to market through people, not to
people. The key in this are ‘influencers’. E.g. PlusOne was a new phone company
who was able to enter the market despite big players like Apple and Samsung;
because they sold their phones through invites only.
→That causes a ripple-effect
All thy activations should be the start of a conversation: You need to
understand what makes people talk about your brand and continue to use that.
Thou shalt create conversations with a purpose: What does your
conversation need to be about to make it contagious? = push and pull
→STEPPS model:
S = social currency – people who talk about it should feel
interesting/exclusive/successful for listening to it
T = trigger – good content should trigger other interesting ideas
E = emotions – when we care, we share
P = public – the more public something is, the more likely people will imitate it
P = practical value – useful news spreads faster
S = stories – your product should be wrapped up in a sharable story
E.g. The blender company tested their blenders every day. The new marketing
hire saw this as an opportunity to film what they were already doing and so a viral
videoseries of “will it blend?” came to life.
Thou shalt aim for positive recommendations: As said before with the key
lock example, the content of the ripple-effect should be positive or else it has the
power to destroy you.

4. RELATIONSHIP RELIGION

= one-to-one marketing
1. Thou shalt put emotions at the core: You need to touch the hearts of people.
→ A lot of research about implicit emotions linked to brands exists e.g. Heatmaps
E.g. adding a caretaker in UNICEF ads immediately leaves a positive impression.
2. Thou shalt build a relationship with thy consumers: There are different
types of relations you can build with a customer:
→Exchange: you get a straightforward benefit at a reasonable cost E.g.
toothpaste
→Adversarial: you actively refuse to buy this brand or are against it E.g. Apple
products if you’re a Samsung user and vice versa. Or the medicine company
Novartis that put an incredibly high price on baby Pia’s medicine.
→Secret affair: you do not want to associate with it E.g. tampons
→Communal: you go out of your way to support this brand and want it to
succeed E.g. Wegmans is the most loved brand and the chain even receives love
letters. And Uber still makes no profit but the people believe in it and keep
investing.
3. Thou shalt craft thy DNA: You need to have a strong brand identity but also
know yourself first. Make sure you know what your company’s made of, not just
your brand. = pull
4. Thou shalt build to last: Know what evokes your loyalty! E.g. The Whopper is a
prime asset of Burger King. When they went a day without it (for marketing
purposes) and filmed people’s reactions, you could see they thought it was
ridiculous to be at Burger King and not have a Whopper burger.

5. Thou shalt work for thy love: You need to keep on understanding your
customers and work for it, to keep their love. E.g. Axe has changed their
commercials from ‘masculine’ men being chased by gorgeous women to ads that
align more with the new form of masculinity these days so it’s more relatable for
their target group.
5. EXPERIENCE RELIGION
1. Thou shalt transcend the product: Go beyond the product/services by building
a nice experience that is memorable so people will connect that to your brand.
E.g. piano stairs are a fun way to push people to take the stairs instead of
elevators.
2. Thou shalt interact rather than act: E.g. The company ‘Bloom On’ lets you
make your own bouquet and sends you the necessary items. They even build
workshops around it.
3. Thou shalt activate thy senses: E. g. Thalys recorded sounds in touristy places,
then made soundboards where people could plug in their headphones and hear
the diverse sounds of a city like Paris.
4. Thou shalt aim for memorability: Four elements contribute to memorability:
→Surprise your customer. E.g. Mastercard surprises their cardholders by
arranging them to meet their favourite football player for example.
→Delight your customer, go beyond and above. E.g. Send birthday cards to your
customer.
→Make it special and exclusive E.g. The Levi’s clothing store has a shop where
they tailor pants to your size and exact customization needs.
→Memory tokens are external aids to amplify the experience E.g. you get a poster
at the end of a movie marathon; or a goody bag when you buy VIP tickets to a
concert etc.
5. Thou shalt scale for success: Don’t just do one thing for your customers. Try to
interact at every singly touchpoint E.g. Tomorrowland
CONCLUSION

Don’t be ‘marketing to people’, but ‘matter to people’. The key to making a successful brand:

ARTICLE: DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES - WHAT ARE THEY? (EISENHARDT, K.
& MARTIN, J.)
ARTICLE’S GOALS
•

Give a clear definition of dynamic capabilities and determine its advantage within
a company. How does it enhance the traditional RBV?

•
•
•

Search the nature of dynamic capabilities. Are they as idiosyncratic (= unique) as
RBV dictates?
How are dynamic capabilities influenced by the dynamism of the market?
How do dynamic capabilities evolve over time?

RESOURCE BASED VIEW (RBV)

In this article they adopt a resources based view to answer the question: What gives a firm
competitive advantage and how is it sustained?
This is a different view from “you can just buy and sell resources” because in this view, firms have
their own competencies and their own configuration. It’s this configuration that makes it strong. You
can’t just take a part of it and assume it’ll be just as successful in your company, not even over time.
However, the RBV is not yet equipped to explain competition in dynamic markets (= where rapid and
unpredictable change rule these markets).
Therefor this article suggests that competitive advantage lies NOT within the little mix of your
resources but within which capabilities you have that are able to manipulate your resources.
RESOURCE TYPES
As we’ve seen before, there’s a huge shift. It’s not about physical resources alone anymore!
•

•

•

Physical/Tangible resources
- Specialized equipment e.g. infrastructure, freezers, trucks
- Geographical location e.g. are you close to your other resources? Close to your
customers? Omnipresent?
Human resources
- Expertise in critical topics: e.g. budget controlling and financial management,
the technological knowledge necessary to develop your product such as how to
record songs if you’re a record label company
- Network effects: working with your channels e.g. with retailers and bars if you
sell beer.
- Feedback effects: the information that you get back from the market which
enables you to come up with new products e.g. more soft drinks are being sold
so our new product could meet the same taste requirements.
Organizational resources
- Superior sales force: great sales people as well as e.g. a great portfolio, great
management, finance department that’s great at setting the right prices, a
market department that’s great at creating strong brands etc.

VRIN ATTRIBUTES
VRIN = Valuable, Rare (not everyone has it), Inimitable (hard to imitate) and Nonsubstitutable (hard
to replace)
A resource that’s VRIN, gives you competitive advantage.
Note: you really have to be critical of yourself/your own company in order to know which attributes
you have and get a sense of your own success and/or improve it.
DYNAMIC MARKETS
We don’t know what our company will look like tomorrow because the markets are dynamic and
always changing.

E.g. The robot industry is an industry where we don’t even know yet what we’re selling or what the
market is. Are we selling cheap cleaning staff like those vacuum robots? Are we selling friends that
you can turn on and off like Pepper? A search engine that you can control with your voice like
Amazon Echo? Etc.
What the article says is that if your market changes so fast, your company needs to be flexible and
change as well. How? By constantly rethinking and reconfiguring our systems and competencies. This
is a capability to manipulate your resources, not a resource on its own.
DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES
NOTES ON TRADITIONAL VIEW
•

•

•

•

What? Dynamic capabilities are not a vague term. They’re specific strategies and
organisational processes that create value for companies in a dynamic market
thanks to their ability to manipulate resources into new strategies.
E.g. product development; alliancing; strategic decision making
Nature? Dynamic capabilities are more homogeneous and substitutable than is
claimed. Each company has them, or can have them.
→This implies we can research what “the best practice” is.
Where? There’s a difference between moderately dynamic markets and highvelocity markets. (In this last one, the industry’s future and structure is still
uncertain and therefore we can not make any predictions.)
Evolution? Learning mechanisms are at the base of the evolution of dynamic
capabilities.

This article explores these four arguments in debt, as you can read below:
1. DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES AS IDENTIFIABLE, SPECIFIC PROCESSES

Definition of dynamic capabilities: They’re the processes preceding resources and handling them
mainly by acquiring; integrating; reconfiguring and releasing them. This way, a firm’s existing
resources can be combined into new resources that offer competitive advantage.
These processes are not vague and are already pretty evidence based. Examples:
-

-

To integrate resources: Product development routines and strategic decision
making
To reconfigurate the resources: Routines for replicating product design from
previous designs; Routines for brokering* (especially for brokering
knowledge); Routines to allocate resources (like money); Coevolving*
strategies; Patching process*
To gain or release resources: Knowledge creation routines; Alliance and
acquisition routines; Exit routines to drop the resources that no longer offer
competitive advantage

*BROKERING: FACILITATES THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
*COEVOLVING: TWO OR MORE PARTS OF THE BUSINESS COLLABORATE SO THEY’RE BETTER OFF TOGETHER THAN ON
THEIR OWN

*PATCHING PROCESS: REALIGNING THE BUSINESSES TO MATCH
2. COMMONALITIES IN KEY FEATURES – IDIOSYNCRASY IN DETAIL

Dynamic capabilities are idiosyncratic (unique) in their details but there are common features
observed across firms that are found to be effective and lead to success. We call these successful
common features “the best practice”.
Example (there are more scattered throughout the article):
In detail, Disney uses different collaborative patterns with different products (E.g. A broadway
musical linked to their Beauty and The Beast-product; A new theme park linked to The Lion King; A
television series for The Little Mermaid; a video game for Toy Story and so on).
However, they’re not the only firm to have coevolving routines and we can observe common
features like business heads developing social bonds with each other; Rewarding for individual
success instead of collaborative ones etc.
Note: even the common features can out themselves differently!
E.g. Both Sony and Disney have their business heads developing social bonds (= common feature of
their dynamic capability to coevolve) but one could have more informal personal relationships while
the other could have more formal alliances or relationships can even be driven by promotion
criterion (which is the case with scientists that publish papers).
IMPLICATIONS OF COMMON KEY FEATURES
•
•

•
•

•

Equifinality: Because managers start at different points, there are multiple paths
they can take to create the same effective dynamic capabilities.
More substitutable than we thought: Effective dynamic capabilities can differ in
form and detail (see above), this is often the non-substitutable part unique to a
firm, as long as all the key features are present, which are common.
More fungible than we thought: The dynamic capabilities can be efficient across a
range of diverse industries.
The competitive advantage that dynamic capabilities create is NOT sustainable:
Because firm managers can find their own path to the same common features and
thus the same resources. Once others have the same thing that you have, it no
longer offers competitive advantage so in the long run, you have to keep changing
your resources.
Idiosyncratic effects are mostlikely exaggerated.

3. MARKET DYNAMISM: MODERATELY DYNAMIC TO HIGH -VELOCITY MARKETS

Moderately dynamic market

High-velocity market

Change occurs frequently but linear and
predictable

Change is non-linear and less predictable

Stable industry structure with clear boundaries

The industry structure is overall unclear and
market boundaries are blurred

You know the players in the industry (e.g. who
your competitors are)

Market players are also unclear. (e.g. you don’t
know who you’re making the product for)

 Effectiveness of dynamic capabilities

depends on existing knowledge and
thus structured and analytic processes
work the best
E.g. pharmaceutical companies

 Effectiveness of dynamic capabilities

depends on how fast you can create
new, situation-specific knowledge and
thus iteration (=repeating) processes of
prototyping and testing work best. With

simpler routines that only specify
boundaries and/or priorities in the
beginning and in the end, structured,
detailed scripts.
→ Existing knowledge can even be a
disadvantage because it limits your outof-the-box-thinking!
E.g. Robot industry

This implies that sustainability depends on market dynamism: dynamic capabilities become robust in
MD markets yet are hard to sustain and easy to forget in HV markets.
This also implies that the competitive advantage depends on market dynamism: dynamic capabilities
from outside the firm can be a threat in MD markets but in HV markets, they are a threat from
outside the firm as well as inside the firm because of their potential to collapse.
Lastly, dynamic capabilities are causally ambiguous in both. This means that sometimes, firm
managers don’t know why their dynamic capabilities are successful. But in MD it’s because they’re
too complicated and difficult to observe while in HV it’s because they’re too simple.
4. EVOLUTION OF DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES

It doesn’t just depend on our choices that we make along the way (see point 1) but also the market
dynamic (see point 3), underlying learning mechanisms and the sequence.
The market dynamic:
MD – Learning from closely-related but slightly different situations is the best. So, we learn most
from frequent small changes in moderately dynamic markets.
HV – We learn most from choosing correctly which situations (and thus dynamic capabilities) are
useful and which are not on a more average level.
The underlying learning mechanisms:
-

Repeated practice: accelerates the formation of dynamic capabilities.
The way repeated practice gets encoded makes it easier to apply it later on elsewhere.
Mistakes: small losses instead of major fails (or successes) are the best to learn from.
The speed of learning: Not too fast or infrequent is the best.

The sequence:
Some abilities and routines are the building blocks of dynamic capabilities and have to be learned
first. E.g. To create multiple products, you need to know how to create one product first and how to
link routines from one project to the next etc.
DISCUSSION

1) VRIN dynamic capabilities are not the source of competitive advantage. Rather, using these tools
properly to acquire, create/integrate, recombine and release resources leads to competitive
advantage.
2) Competitive advantage leads to short-term advantages and successes, rather than long-term.
E.g. Pepsi and Coke never really had the upper hand for long but they leapt in front of the other over
and over again by creating short, temporary advantages.

3) Logic of opportunity prevails in HV markets rather than RBV’s logic of leverage. RBV just doesn’t
use the role of timing. The timing of your strategy (in which you leverage from the past to probe into
the future) is central in HV markets = When, where and how often to change is central in HV markets.
ARTICLE: CREATING ENDURING CUSTOMER VALUE (KUMAR, V. AND
REINARTZ, W.)
ABSTRACT

Customer value is a two way street:
Firms need to create perceived value

provide

measure CLV

Customers give value in multiple forms of engagement (e.g. satisfaction; loyalty and profitability)
GOALS OF ARTICLE

To discuss the major developments in the CLV area of research and highlight potential future
research directions. By answering to the following questions:
−
−
−
−
−
−

What is value to customers? What do we know?
How should customer perceptions of product and service value be measured?
How can key drivers of customer value be identified and calibrated?
How should value from customers be measured and managed?
What are the key drivers of customer value?
How can customer value be incorporated in making real-time marketing decisions?

1. WHAT IS VALUE TO CUSTOMERS?

Traditional view: The customer has perfect and complete information about a product or service, its
characteristics and its costs. Based on this information, they will form an objective opinion about the
product or service that they need, which will affect their customer behaviour.
This general theory to study customer behaviour is called the utility maximization theory (in case it’s
for final consumption/a direct demand) or the profit maximization theory (in case it’s for the
production of other products or services/a derived demand)
This article focuses on customer value, as is more important, if not central, to marketing since the
90s. But what is customer value?
Customer value = perceived value. It’s the customer’s evaluation of perceived benefits of a
product/service compared to the costs a customer is willing to give up to satisfy their needs.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 – 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 (𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦; 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑)
= 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

How do we assess the value?
1. Determine the benefits and costs through the attributes/features of a product or service.
→ Not just the monetary price but also e.g. privacy; risk; learning cost; switching cost etc.
2. Categorize concrete attributes into more abstract attributes
3. Is a product or service of positive value?
4. Compare it to other offerings based on a comparison standard (this could be competitive
offerings; customer’s expectations or even past experience)

 The offer of highest value will lead to behavioural (e.g. buying the product; loyalty; CLV) and
attitudinal (e.g. satisfaction; loyalty) outcomes.
2. MEASURING CUSTOMER PERCEPTIONS OF VALUE
CUSTOMER VALUE MEASUREMENT

We want to measure:
1. Overall perceived value
2. The underlying attributes and benefits associated to (1.)
3. The relative weights that link (2.) to (1.)

Note: This cannot be measured directly, so often firms have relied on proxies (=closely related
constructs) such as customer satisfaction.
Methods to measure:
A) Compositional methods
= you prespecify an explicit set of attributes/benefits and use them to determine the overall value
evaluation (positive or negative?).
→ These methods assume that a customer has information about which attributes are relevant and
how relevant they are.
→ These methods assume that a customer follows pretty rational decision making.
E.g. The relationship value index; The consumer perceived value multiitem scale; The multi attribute
method
B) Decompositional methods
= you let participants make choices to reveal their preferences and their willingness to pay (WTP)
then search for underlying attributes that may have caused their behaviour.
→ These methods have typically only studied tangible aspects of a product/service, more specifically
the price.
E.g. Conjoint analysis of surveys; Auction field studies; Pay what you want studies
TREATMENT OF UNDESIRED CONSEQUENCES (COSTS)

Not enough studies. The only existing ones are about price as a cost. We need more studies because:
→ The sum of the other costs is typically larger than the transaction cost (=price). Especially in the
B2B setting.
→ Nowadays, digital products and services like social media platforms are free of a transaction cost.
3. MEASURING AND MANAGING VALUE FROM CUSTOMERS
WHAT?

Value from customers = the economic value of the customer relationship with the firm, expressed on
the basis of contribution margin or net profit.
WHY?
•
•
•
•
•

Better manage costs
Post increases in revenues and profits
Better return on investment (the higher your ROI, the more favourable)
Acquire and retain profitable customers
Realign marketing resources to maximize customer value

HOW?

STEP 1: CHOOSE A FORWARD-LOOKING METRIC
Choose a forward-looking metric (e.g. CLV) instead of a past-looking metric (e.g. RFM, PCV, SOW)
because past data is outdated while CLV takes the variable nature of customer behaviour into
account and allows you to treat your individual customers separately based on their contribution.
Note: Big date of past information can be used to predict future behaviour of customers.
STEP 2: INTRODUCE CLV
Introduce CLV (= Customer Lifetime Value) as the forward-looking metric because CLV has been
conceptualized as the present value of future profits generated from a customer over their lifetime
with the firm. It’s a disaggregate measure of customer profitability.
Note: An aggregate measure of customer profitability would be Customer Equity (CE)
STEP 3: COLLECT DATA TO MEASURE CLV
e.g. via surveys or already existing internal data
STEP 4: UNDERSTAND THE KEY DRIVERS OF CLV (SEE BELOW)
4A – Decide on a modelling approach
Main goal: to identify, maintain and nurture profitable customers
How?

•

Via aggregate approach:

= the average CLV is derived from all customers of a cohort or segment or firm
 Helps a firm evaluate their marketing plan’s overall effectiveness. In high-growth companies,
aggregate CLV of a firm can even be a replacement measure for market value.

•

Via individual approach:
= the CLV of one customer over their whole lifetime is computed

 Helps firms develop customer-specific strategies based on their needs and future profitability
potential
4B – Choose a type of model (You don’t need to know this part! 😊 )
For example:
•
•

•
•

•

•

Brand-switching approach: uses information about competing brands and estimates how
much a customer contributes to each brand.
Monte Carlo simulation algorithm: measures future profitability of a customer by
predicting their purchase patterns over a set period, assuming the firm-customer relationship
doesn’t end.
Customer migration model: predicts customer behaviour based on past probabilities of
purchase and how recently a purchase took place.
Deterministic model: precise input should have a precise output (such as cross-buying
behaviour; product return behaviour; customer acquisition and retention etc.)
→ More explaining/causal model
Probabilistic model: individuals have varying latent characteristics that influence their
observed behaviour
→ More describing/predicting model
Structural model: for when customers may purchase from more than one brand on one
purchase occasion

4C – Estimating the model (You don’t need to know this part 😊 )
You can do this for each model independently or for several models simultaneously. However, the
latter solves statistical problems of causality and heterogeneity + It can help detect abrupt changes in
buying behaviour e.g. in interpurchase time, and then link it to other variables like purchase quantity
+ It can also be useful for trying to win back lost customers.
(Personal note: the steps of how to derive value continue below, despite the articles subtitles)
4. WHAT ARE THE KEY DRIVERS OF CUSTOMER VALUE?

Drivers of CLV determine the customer-firm relationship + estimate the level of profitability and CLV
per customer.
Types of drivers?
•

Exchange characteristics: variables that define and describe relationship activities in the

•

broadest sense.
Customer heterogeneity factors: all demographic and psychographic indicators that a firm
uses to segment their customers and helps managing their several customer relationships.

Note: These are determined by the nature of a business (see figure 2 below)

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF CUSTOMER VALUE IN MARKETING DECISIONS

STEP 5: DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT STRATEGIES TO MAXIMIZE CLV
Customer profitability in the broad sense includes monetary profit but also all points discussed
below:
Note: maximizing each of these aspects doesn’t necessarily mean your firm will be (more) successful.
An optimal combination still needs to be researched.
Note: these aspects differ for contractual settings and non-contractual settings. E.g. In contractual
settings it’s easier to detect the start and end of a customer relationship with the firm. E.g. In noncontractual settings customers can split their spendings across several firms.
•

Customer acquisition: importance of referrals, especially Word-Of-Mouth (WOM) referrals.

•

E.g. WOM referrals add nearly twice as much long-term value to the firm than marketinginduced customers + acquire more valuable customers
Customer retention: importance of cross-buying (=buying more products or services from
the same firm)
E.g. leads to longer relationships and higher purchase frequencies. Though it could also have
a negative impact on profitability in case of customers who excessively return products.
Balancing acquisition and retention: acquisition rests on probability models (“what are the
chances that we acquire a customer?”) while retention depends more on customer lifetime
duration.
Customer churn: is similar to retention but only applies in contractual settings

•

Customer win-back: lost customers are familiar with the product but usually left because of

•

•

they were dissatisfied with it. + not all customers are worth winning back! A firm should
calculate the second-lifetime value (SLTV) of a customer before trying to win them back.

STEP 6: EXTEND THE CUSTOMER VALUE CONCEPT TO ENGAGE WITH CUSTOMERS
Customers can contribute directly via their purchases but also indirectly via:
•

•

•

Referrals: it’s a cheaper way to acquire new customers and also gets you more valuable
customers than traditional methods.
→ Metric: Customer Referral Value (CRV) measured by e.g. past referral behaviour
Customer influences: word of mouth information is critical in influencing current and
potential customers. E.g. social media can increase brand awareness.
→ Metrics: Customer Influence Effect (CIE) measures the spread and influence of an
individual’s message + Customer Influence Value (CIV) measures the monetary gain or loss
thanks to that message.
Customer knowledge contributions: offering reviews/feedback for improvement can help in
creating new ideas (=codevelopers); solving problems and being an indication to the firm
why a customer may leave (=information providers). E.g. Bèta testers
→ Metric: Customer Knowledge Value (CKV) measures value created by a customer’s
feedback.

STEP 7: REALIZING ENHANCED FIRM AND SHAREHOLDER VALUE
Studies show that implementing CLV based strategies, not only refines marketing actions but also
enhances value to the firm. E.g. It can increase a firm’s stock price (32,8% in a B2B, 57,6% in a B2C)
KEY INSIGHTS

For a short summary of the most important information (according to me), read the table below:

ARTICLE: VIOLATIONS OF RATIONAL CHOICE PRIN CIPLES IN PRICING
DECISIONS (HINTERHUBER, A.)
ABSTRACT

About? How behavioural and psychological elements of pricing contribute to violations of rationality.
Perspectives?
•
•

Customer perspective: Under which circumstances do customer purchase decisions violate basic
principles of rational choice?
Managers perspective: Which biases affect the process of price setting within firms?

Goals?
•
•

Inform both customers as managers so that they may guard themselves against the traps in
decision making.
Help managers influence their (customer’s perception of the) product’s price and value without
actually changing it.

CURRENT RESEARCH ON BEHAVIORAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
PRICING

There are two main actors to research when we’re discussing prices: the customers who have to pay
the price when they choose a product and the managers who set the price for the chosen product.
This article applies rational choice models to this decision-making-process and looks into how both
actors regularly violate those principles of rational choice models.
! Note: Rationality here is defined as maximizing your expected utility. So irrational behaviour like
customers not always checking and comparing prices beforehand, isn’t necessarily a violation of
rationality in this article. (After all, customers mostlikely don’t always check prices because the cost
to do that is bigger than the expected utility/benefits of the potential amount of money they can
save.)
CUSTOMER VIOLATIONS

Why are there violations? We’re not as rational beings as the models imply. Usually violations of the
basic principles of choice arise as a result of cognitive limitations (which can be caused by
incomplete information and limitations of our thinking styles)
List of violations below:

1. The price-quality effect
There is a big correlation between the price of a product and its quality as perceived by
customers! => When a customer doesn’t really know the quality of the product, they will use
the price as an indicator and higher prices = higher quality.
Evidence?
− There is more brain activity related to pleasantness when you drink expensive wine
compared to the same wine that is priced lower.
− You experience less pain after taking an expensive pain killer compared to the same
pain killer with discount.
− You perform better after drinking an energy drink that was expensive compared to
the same energy drink with discount.

2. Irrelevant attributes

Adding irrelevant attributes to your product (e.g. saying that your sauce is based on an Italian
recipe) increases the perceived attractiveness of your product – it will seem more
differentiated and will be more preferred by customers. => Adding an irrelevant attribute,
allows you to increase the price (even dramatically higher than before)
! Even when customers know that the attribute is meaningless and adds no real value, the
effect is still there. (Though the possible increase in price won’t be as dramatically high)

3. Framing
How you phrase it influences your sales. E.g. when you give a discount, you’ll sell more if you
frame it as a free bonus on top of the already existing quantity than when you frame it as an
actual reduction on the price. (so “20% extra” sells more than “20% off”) => Reference prices
have a powerful impact.
+ Customers are price sensitive but package insensitive so we notice changes in prices more
(and it influences us more) than changes in quantity. E.g. Gillette reduced the amount of
cartridges in a package but sold it for the same price. So customers bought less for the same
price but barely noticed.
! Note: Larger quantities tend to be consumed faster though! So gradually making your
package smaller and lowering your quality, will lower the consumption rate. (Might be
interesting from an environmental point of view

)

4. The price-precision effect
Customers perceive precise prices to be smaller than round prices (even if they’re not!
Perceived: €385.120 < €385.000 while in reality it’s the opposite) because precise prices are
commonly used for smaller magnitudes. => Precise prices increase actual sales.
Evidence?
− Investigated on the house market: Buyers buy houses with precise list prices by 0.6%
more than when the list price is round. Even when that turns out to be more
expensive!

5. 9-endings
Customers consistently underestimate the prices of products ending in 9 – either because
they read from left to right or because they assume the product is on sale. => Increasing
prices to a price ending in 9, increases sales.
Evidence?
− Investigated with industrial purchasing managers: Telecommunication services are
most in demand when prices end in 0 but prices ending in 9 also were significantly
more in demand than other prices

6. Sale signs
The mere presence of a “sale” sign increases sales because customers don’t have a lot of
actual price knowledge => You can increase sales without actually lowering prices

7. Discount presentation format
Sales on low-priced products are more attractive when presenting your discount as a
percentage (e.g. -50%) while sales on high-priced products are more attractive when
presenting your discount as an absolute monetary saving (e.g. “save $1000”)
+ Present your original price first, your discount price next (e.g. “18650, now only 17650”)

8. Color, cents and font size
Prices in red are more attractive than prices in black (only for male participants)
+ Eliminating cents, makes it seem like a smaller number (because there are fewer numbers

displayed)
+ Putting your sale price in a lower font than your original price results in higher purchase
likelihood.

9. Denominator neglect (Kahneman)
Low-probability events weigh more heavily in the mind of a decision maker when the
probability is expressed in absolute terms than in terms of probability (e.g. 5 failures per
1000 h instead of failure rate of 0.5%) because when presented with uncertain outcomes,
decision makers seem to neglect the denominator (= absolute number of outcomes)

10. Unit effect
Expressing an attribute difference on a scale with a higher number of units, makes it seem
bigger. E.g. Expressing a guarantee as 84 months instead of 7 years, leads customers to
believe they have more guarantee => increases their preference for the product as well as
willingness to pay.

11. Deal obsession
Customers are obsessed with deals and the idea of getting something for free. If they think
there’s a chance (even if it’s unlikely) they can get a product for free => their willingness to
pay will increase and they’ll search less for other products?

12. Paying more and being happy about it
E.g. In case of paying flat-rate fees for services such as internet and mobile networks instead
of pay-per-use – often because customers don’t enjoy metering their usage + they want
insurance against variation in their usage + they overestimate their actual usage
Evidence?
− Investigated in a survey. They showed that 28% of the people that used a flat-rate
fee, would’ve been better off (meaning: pay less) if they used a pay-per-use fee. This
number was way higher (73%) with business customers in the industrial market.
E.g. In case of conditional discounts where you get discount if you meet a requirement.
Evidence?
− People who met a minimum purchase requirement (e.g. “buy two, get one for free”;
“buy for $100, get 20% discount”) and got discount were happier with their purchase
than people who didn’t have requirements but were offered a larger discount.

13. Justification for discounts
The reason why a discount is given matters to the customer. Cost reductions are perceived
more positively than selfish motivations such as stock clearance.
→ This is also the case for price increases: if the customer thinks it’s fair, they are more likely
to repurchase a product despite the higher price. However, price fairness is mostly subjective
for now.

14. Price partitioning
You can let customers pay the full price OR split up the price by setting an initial price and
then add additional prices for additional attributes. (e.g. when building your own pasta)
In case of price partitioning, customers underestimate the total price and it highlights
secondary attributes that a customer may otherwise overlook => increases price perceptions
and purchase intentions

15. Scarcity effect
If a customer thinks a product is scarce and its sale is limited (either in quantity (“only 3
left”); time to make a purchase (“only available today”) or location (like pop-up stores)) =>
willingness to pay and purchase quantities increases

Evidence?
− Investigated in automotive industry. 1% increase in scarcity, increases car sales by
0,5%

16. Preference reversal
Customers prefer different product depending on whether they have to evaluate it on its
own or evaluate it compared to similar products and whether the attributes are easy to
evaluate or not.
→ Evaluability hypothesis: Attributes that are easy to evaluate, weigh more in single
evaluations. Attributes that are harder to evaluate, weigh more in joint evaluations.
Evidence?
− When evaluating a dictionary, of which one had less entries (difficult to evaluate
attribute) and one had a small cosmetic fault (easy to evaluate), customers chose the
dictionary with less entries but no cosmetic fault in the single evaluation and the
dictionary with the cosmetic fault but all the entries in the joint evaluation.
− When evaluating ice cream, the cup size was a hard to evaluate attribute, so
customers were willing to pay more for a big cup in joint evaluation (so when able to
compare the big cup to a small cup) but were willing to pay for more the small cup in
single evaluation.

17. Decoy effect
When you have two size options, customers will often opt for the smaller and cheaper
option. When you add a third, decoy option that is medium-sized but price-wise close to the
large option, customers more easily pick the large one. However, this is moderated by a
customer’s thinking style: only intuitive thinkers fall for this.

18. Compromise effect
When customers are faced with a range of non-dominant options that vary along price and
quality, they tend to opt for the intermediate option. Meaning, they avoid extreme options
such as the lowest or highest price, to avoid risks.
Evidence?
− If a product option becomes the intermediate (“middle”) option, it gains 17,5%
share.
− Except when the options are from a non-compensatory assortment, meaning that a
positive evaluation for one product doesn’t influence the evaluation of another
product. Because those can be “product x and y” situations instead of “or” situations.

19. Anchoring

Willingness to pay is strongly influenced by arbitrary anchors (= unrelated numbers you
compare the price to)
Evidence?
− Investigated at a car auction. The winning bid for a car was greatly determined by the
price of the previously sold car.
− Students had to indicate whether they would be interested in buying products that
cost more than the last two number of their social security numbers. This random
given anchor influenced their willingness to pay greatly.
− During negotiations, the eventually settled on price is greatly influenced by the
seller’s initial price => The more the seller asks in the beginning, the more they will
get for it in the end.

20. Advertised reference prices (ARPs)
ARPs highlight the difference between a sales price and the regular price. => Raise internal
reference prices of customers + favourably influence the perceived attractiveness + increase
purchase likelihood
→ Even when the reference prices are implausibly higher than the sales price, and even if
customers are aware of this, the effect works.
→ Especially works if the customer is time pressured.

21. Wilful overpricing
Intentionally setting the price higher than a customer was initially willing to pay, leads them
to think more deeply about their purchase => your customer pool may be smaller but they
will most certainly be more committed (and more satisfied with their purchase afterwards?)
MANAGER/FIRM VIOLATIONS

1. Conformity bias
Managers set prices based on what the majority of competitors do with their prices. This
explains why they often go for cost- or competition based pricing instead of value based
pricing, even though the latter is evidence based better.
Evidence?
− Generally, the study of Asch showed that 3.6% made a mistake, if the other person in
the room made this mistake first. But 32% made the mistake, if there were three
other people in the room making this mistake first. We tend to follow public
opinions, even if we know these are wrong!

2. Competition neglect
Managers that are overconfident, will fail to see the impact of their competitors. => They
may start price wars; enter overcrowded competitive areas and engage in frontal attacks
without thinking enough about possible retribution.
→ This depends on their abilities as manager: better educated and more experienced
managers are less overconfident.
Evidence?
− Investigated on eBay: 40% of eBay auctions end during peak selling times => lower
prices and lower sales. It’s notable that it are usually professional sellers that sell at
these peak times and that they thus clearly neglect their competition.

3. Competitor obsession

Being obsessed with your competitors is a terrible idea as well. Managers who have
competitor-oriented goals such as doing better than the competition and gaining more
market share, will have lower profits!
Evidence?
− When managers are given comparative profits, they will set their price lower than
optimal “to hurt the competition” but hereby fail to see that they hurt themselves by
getting less profits

4. Simple heuristics
Heuristics are tools to find simple solutions to complex problems. They are widespread.
However, there is no evidence yet of their predictive validity?

5. Underpricing for new product introductions
When managers introduce a new product, they often set a price lower than it should be –
because they overestimate how price-sensitive their customers are. Especially in situations
where the customer can directly compare it to competitor’s prices.
=> Managers should set a higher price than they intuitively think (at the very least they can
still lower the price then over time.) especially for products where the price is not readily
available.
OUTLOOK

Customer biases in purchase decisions about price and managerial biases in price setting do not
seem to make sense if we keep rational decision making in mind. However, perhaps we should stop
looking at these biases in light of rational decision making and look at what happens before, what
drives our decisions: namely, focusing more on neuroscientific explanations.

